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the elder scrolls v: skyrim is a role-playing video game developed by bethesda game studios and
published by bethesda softworks. it is the fifth game in the elder scrolls series of video games and
was released for microsoft windows, playstation 3 and xbox 360 on november 11, 2011. the game
was released for the playstation 3 and xbox 360 on october 28, 2012 in north america, october 29,

2012 in australia and new zealand, and october 30, 2012 in europe. the xbox 360 version was
released for microsoft windows on june 24, 2012. dragonborn takes place in a gorgeous, post-

apocalyptic new setting, solstheim, a volcanic island that has emerged from the ashes of the red
mountain. the expansion isnt simply a rehash of earlier adventures, it builds on the existing world in

a number of interesting ways. players can enjoy the atmosphere of the island and its people, but
theyll be plunged into a huge variety of new challenges and enemies. dragonborn also features a

new player character, a dovahkiin, who is a powerful warrior, but can still learn new skills and
attributes through his journey. there is also a new faction, the aldmeri dominion, which you can join,
and a new perk system that allows players to choose certain perks based on their play style. while
the story of dragonborn isnt as strong as that of the main game, it is still a worthy addition. players
have two companions, hlaalu the nord barbarian and aloy the dunmer elf, and both characters will

grow with your play style. they are both playable from the start and are a great addition to the
game. the new enemies are also quite diverse, and offer a good variety of challenge.
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theres nothing more rewarding than being able to take a bit of the final frontier and claim it as your
own, and though the original skyrim wasnt the best game in the series at getting a sense of

ownership of its lands, it was at least fun to explore. in my playthrough, i found it surprising how
much things have changed in skyrim since the last time i played it, with the most noticeable

difference being the abundance of new materials available to upgrade armor. tattered cloth is for
dirty peasants, while fine silk robes are for the rich. in general, the quests are more streamlined,

making it easier to get through everything in a day, and there are plenty of new alchemy recipes to
experiment with. of course, the biggest difference in all of this is that, unlike in morrowind, i feel like
i know exactly where im going next. with the main story quests all wrapped up, i havent needed to
leave my home at all in a long time, and the amount of content in skyrim is so much more than i

expected. fishing is only enjoyable if youre out on the water, and dragonborn has the waters
covered. even though i havent even explored a tenth of the wilderness areas, ive already gathered
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so many fishes and enough potions to last me a lifetime. theres even a quest to train a bird to use a
net. paired with the versatility of fish armor, it feels like i should be out there catching these tasty,

bite-size morsels, but i like to sit down at my table and eat them raw. dragonborn isnt a great game
by any means, but it is a solid effort from bethesda game studios. the stilted writing and poor
performance issues make for a frustrating experience, but the gameplay is solid and the sheer
amount of content makes it more than worth playing for those who want to experience an old

favorite. 5ec8ef588b
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